lemma. Lemma 1. Let u(x, y) be a function of. Baire, and let Anbe the point set on which the following inequality is satisfied :
u(x + h, y) -u(x, y) 1 (2.1)---K-^<a, 0<h<-,(x,y)<An.
h n Then A " is measurable.
We readily see that the function u(x + h,y) -u (x, y) h is a function of Baire in the space of the three variables (x, y, h). Let A be the portion of the space (x, y, h) for which 0 <h < 1/n. Let SI« be the portion of A for which the inequality (2.1) is satisfied. We see that the complement of the [January set ^4B of Lemma 1 is obtained by projecting A - §I" onto the space (x, y). Thus A " is a complementary analytic set, and hence measurable.* From Lemma 1 the reader will readily see that the following lemma is true.
Lemma 2. Letf(x, y) be a function of B aire, defined on an open region R. Let the first partial derivative fx exist on R. Then the second partial derivatives fxx andfxy are measurable functions on their respective domains of definition.
3. Cross sections of a closed point set. We make the following definition.
Definition. IfP is a closed point set in the plane (x, y) thenPx(t) andPv(t) will denote the cross sections ofP with the lines x = t and y = t respectively.
We shall require the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If P is closed} then almost every point (x0, To) of P is a density point in the linear sense of the cross sections Px(x0) and Py(yo), and in the superficial sense a density point of P.
We denote by <p(x, y) the characteristic function^ of P and set iKx, y) = I <i>(x, y)dy.
Jo
By a well known theorem the partial derivative \¡/v exists and equals 4>(x, y) almost everywhere in the plane. That is, ^"(x, y) = l almost everywhere on P. This shows that almost every point of P is a density point in the linear sense of the corresponding cross section Px(x). A similar proof applies to the cross sections P"(y). It is well known that the superficial density points of P lie almost everywhere on P, hence Lemma 3 is correct.
4. The approximate middle derivative. The middle difference quotient A//X2 of a function/(x, y) at the point (x0, yo) is defined as follows:
The approximate middle derivative of f(x, y) at (x0, yo) (when it exists) will be defined as the following approximate limit §: The functions fxx and/IV are measurable by Lemma 2, hence the set A is measurable. Let A " be the part of A for which the following inequalities are satisfied :
for (x, y)<^4"and0< \h \, \k\<l/n.
We readily see that the sets A " cover the set A. Hence in order to prove the Fundamental Lemma it is sufficient to show that (5.1) holds almost everywhere on the set An.
By Lemma 1 the set An is seen to be measurable, and hence by a well known theorem there exists a sequence {Pk} of closed parts of An which cover A " almost everywhere. Hence in order to prove the Fundamental Lemma it is sufficient to show that (5.1) holds almost everywhere on each closed part of An.
Let P be a closed part of An. From (5.3) it follows that the function fxy is bounded on P. Since fxy is measurable and bounded on P it is summable on P and by a well known theorem for almost every point (x0, ya) of P where S is the square with one corner at the point (x0, yo) and the opposite corner at the point (x0+X, yo+X). Moreover by Lemma 3 almost every point (x0, yo) of P is a density point in the linear sense of the cross sections of P and in the superficial sense a density point of P. Hence in order to prove that (5.1) holds almost everywhere on P it b sufficient to show that (5.1) holds for the point (x0, yo) of P, where (x0, yo) Is a density point of P in the linear and superficial senses and is also a point for which (5.4) holds. Thus we see that in order to prove the Fundamental Lemma it is sufficient to prove the following auxiliary lemma.
Auxiliary Lemma. Let the hypotheses of the Fundamental Lemma be satisfied. Let P be a closed part of A suck that the inequalities (5.2) and (5.3) are satisfied for (x, y) on P.
Let (xo, yo) be a density point in the linear sense of the cross sections ofP and in the superficial sense a density point of P. Moreover let (x0, yo) be a point of P at which equation (5.4) holds.
Then approx-Z>m / exists at (x0, yô) and equals fzy(xo, yo)-6. Proof of the Auxiliary Lemma. Let e be the set of values of X corresponding to which the points (x0, yo+X) lie in P. We see that the point X = 0 is a density point of e, since (x0, yo) is a density point in the linear sense of the cross section Px(x0) of P. For X in e and constant we see by (5.2) that fx(x, yo+X) is uniformly bounded for |x-x0|<l/».
Hence the middle increment A/ at (x0, y0) can be expressed by means of an integral as follows:
As before, let h be the closed square with one corner at (x0, y0) and the opposite corner at (x0+X, yo+X). Let et be the projection of Pô on the x-axis, and let e2 be the complement of d with respect to the closed interval x0 = xX o+X (orxo+X^xgx0if X<0). Let O denote the ordinate which passes through the point (x, 0). Then the product set OP is the cross section Px(x) of P. The set OP5 is closed and nonempty for x in ci. The complementary set Oh-OP h is open on Oh and consists of at most a denumerable infinity of open linear intervals on the ordinate 0. Let (x, a) and (x, ß) be the end points of a general one of these intervals. In the difference quotient fx(x, ß) -fz(x, a) ß -a at least one of the points (x, a), (x, ß) is a point of P. Moreover \ß-a\ < |X |. As remarked above the point X = 0 is a density point of e. Hence in order to prove the Auxiliary Lemma it is sufficient to show that A/ (6.5) hm --= fxy(x0, yo)
where the notation on the left indicates that X is to approach zero through values which lie in e. The first integral on the right of (6.4) is merely the double integral of fxV(x, y) taken over Pô. Because of (5.4) we see that in order to prove (6.5) it is sufficient to show that the following equations are true: where m denotes superficial Lebesgue measure. Since (x0, yo) is a superficial density point of P the expression on the right of (6.8) converges to zero with X. Hence (6.6) is correct. To prove (6.7) we rewrite the integrand as follows:
,, ^ f*(x> yo + X) -fx(x, y0) = fx(x, yo + X) -/x(x0, yo + X) (6.9)
+ fx(x0, yo + X) -/x(x0, y0) + /»(xo, yo) -fx(x, y0).
Thus we see that in order to prove (6.7) it is sufficient to show that the following three equations hold:
(6.10) lim -f [fx(x, yo + X) -/,(*", yo + X)}dx = 0;
x->eo X2 J ei (6.11) lim -j [/,(x0, yo + X) -fx(x0, y0)]dx = 0;
x-.eo X2 J e, (6.12) lim --I [fx(x0, yo) -fx(x, y0)]dx = 0.
x^eo X2 J e, For X in e the point (x0, yo+X) lies in P and for X in e and |X | < 1/n we see from (5.2) that the absolute value of the expression (6.10) is bounded by where v denotes linear Lebesgue measure in the x-space. From the fact that (x0, yo) is a density point in the linear sense of the cross section P"(yo) of P we readily see that the expression on the right of (6.13) converges to zero as X approaches zero. Hence (6.10) is correct. In a similar way we prove that (6.11) and (6.12) are correct. Hence the Auxiliary Lemma and the Fundamental Lemma of §5 are correct.
7. The first theorem on second-order partial derivatives. We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let f(x, y) be a function of Baire defined on an open region R, and let the first partial derivative fx(x, y) exist on R. Let A be a point set on which the partial derivatives fxx andfxy exist almost everywhere. Then the approximate middle derivative approx-Z>m/ exists almost everywhere on A and Let A ' be the part of A on which fxx and fxy exist and take on finite values. The set A -A' has superficial measure zero,* hence in order to prove Theorem 1 it-is sufficient to show that (7.1) holds almost everywhere on A'. Let A" he the set on which f" and/IV exist and take on finite values. The set A' is part of A". By the Fundamental Lemma approx-Z)m/exists and equals fxy almost everywhere on A ", hence almost everywhere on A '. Thus Theorem 1 is correct. 8. Equality of the cross partial derivatives. We now prove the following:
Theorem 2. Letf(x, y) be defined on an open region R, and let the first partial derivatives fx(x, y) andfy(x, y) exist on R. Let A be a point set on which the four second-order partial derivatives fXX) fxy, fyx, fyy exist almost everywhere. Then fxy = fyx almost everywhere on A.
Since fx and/,, exist, the function f(x, y) is continuous in x alone and continuous in y alone, and is thus a function of Baire. By Theorem 1 approx-Z)m/ =fxy almost everywhere on A. By reasoning similar to the proof of Theorem 1 we see that approx-Z)m/=/"I almost everywhere on A. That is fxy = appro x-Dmf = fyx almost everywhere on A. Thus Theorem 2 is seen to be true.
9. Generalizations of Theorems 1 and 2. In Theorems 1 and 2 it is not necessary to assume that the first derivatives exist. We make the following definition : Definition 1. Letf(x, y) be an crbitrary function, and let (9.1) fx+(x, y),fx+(x, y), Jx(x, y), fx (x, y) be the four principal first partial derivatives] of f(x, y) with respect to x. The second partial derivative fxx is said to exist at (x0, yo) if the first derivative fx(xo, yo) exists (that is, if the four functions (9.1) have the same value at (x0, yo)) and if the four functions (9.1) are partially differentiate with respect to x at (x0, yo) and have the same value for their partial derivative with respect to x at (xo, yo).
* The set X-A' consists of the part of A on which/« or fxv does not exist (this part is of measure zero) plus the part of A on which either fIX orfxy is infinite. The latter part also has measure zero. The function/« is measurable, and the linear measure of each cross section of the part of A on which /"= + «> is zero, as proved for example in Hobson, Theory of Functions of a Real Variable, Cambridge, 1927, vol. I, p. 397, Theorem 2. Similarly for infinite values of/»». f Cf. Carathéodory, Vorlesungen über reelle Funktionen, Berlin, 1927, p. 641. 
